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osting by EAbstract The historical, social, and economic contexts that led to the birth of the Harlem Renais-
sance strikingly resemble those in the Third World that led to the anti-colonial, independence move-
ments. It is not the interest of this paper to merely state the similarities between the two movements,
but rather to study their effect on each other and how, considering their relationship helps us under-
stand both the Harlem Renaissance and the Third World anti-colonial movements in broader his-
torical contexts. This relationship is by no means unilateral but in many ways bilateral. Three main
issues are discussed:1. The rise of socialism as a social trend in the Third World and the Harlem Renaissance and
its implications in both movements.
2. Nativism (or primitivism) as an element in reconstructing the pre-colonial national heritage
to stand against the hegemony of the colonizer’s culture.
3. The realization of belonging to two conﬂicting cultures, hybridity, and the adaptation to
this knowledge in both movements.
ª 2011 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.During the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City, Mexico,
the 200 m runners Tommie Smith and John Carlos, after just
receiving the gold and bronze medals, extended their black-y. Production and hosting by
Saud University.
lseviergloved hands into the air in a protest against racial discrimina-
tion in the United States. Many American newspapers criticized
the two athletes for bringing a domestic problem into an inter-
national event and embarrassing their country on such an
important occasion. Were the events, occurring in America
then, a purely domestic problem, or did they have suppressed
international tendencies? Although much has been written
about theHarlemRenaissance as an ‘‘American’’ literarymove-
ment, little has been said regarding its relation to the concurrent
literary movements in the Third World, which are usually re-
ferred to as the anti-colonial movements. It is not the interest
of this paper to merely state the similarities between the two
movements, but rather to study their effect on each other and
how, considering their relationship helps us understand both
60 M. Alquwaizanithe Harlem Renaissance and the Third World anti-colonial
movements in broader historical contexts. This relationship is
by no means unilateral but in many ways bilateral.
Previous studies attempted to investigate the relationship
between the Harlem Renaissance and other international con-
texts but remained focused on the race issue. The most impor-
tant of these studies is Phillipson’s (2006) ‘‘The Renaissance as
Postcolonial Phenomenon’’ in which the author investigates
how the literary production of Harlem developed postcolonial
discourse in three ways:
(1) it provided a publishing platform for writing about life
in territories under the imperial rule; (2) it extended postco-
lonial modes of thought and resistance into an American
intellectual and political context; and (3) it provided a
model and inspiration for subsequent postcolonial ideolo-
gies. (146)
Phillipson’s (2006) treatment of the Harlem Renaissance is
limited to the Caribbean contributions by such black poets
as Claude McKay and Eric Walrond who, like their Ameri-
can counterparts, rejected the idea of blacks being overruled
by a white race/culture. McEwan (2009), in her recent book
Postcolonialism and Development, maintains that the Harlem
Renaissance ‘‘provided signiﬁcant inspiration for early anti-
colonial movements’’ (41). However, she does not provide
any speciﬁc examples to such inspirations. Bob Johnson, in
his article ‘‘Globalizing the Harlem Renaissance: Irish, Mex-
ican, and ‘Negro’ renaissances in The Survey, 1919–1929,’’
places the Harlem Renaissance in a larger ‘‘international’’
context by linking it to the nationalist movements in Mexico
and Ireland in order to illustrate the differences that the three
movements reﬂect vis-a`-vis the role of race in nationhood.
Wintz and Finkelman’s (2004) Encyclopedia of the Harlem
Renaissance provides an evolving study of the Harlem
Renaissance which, since the 1990s, has been viewed as a
nationalist movement that led to larger postcolonial con-
sciousness of global politics (499). Studies, however, that link
the Harlem Renaissance to the postcolonial movements in the
Third World, particularly in Africa and the Middle East, re-
main scarce.
The historical, social, and economic contexts that led to the
birth of the Harlem Renaissance strikingly resemble those in
the Third World that led to the anti-colonial, independence
movements. Around two million American blacks emigrated
from the south between 1915 and 1920 (Baker, 1987, 25–76).
Around the same time, in most colonized areas of the world
there was a huge immigration to the larger cities as the country-
side declined economically, whereas the larger cities were thriv-
ing on foreign capital. In Egypt’s Cairo (occupied from 1882 to
1954), for example, the population grew from 800,000 in 1917
to 1,300,000 in 1937. In 1900 less than 15% of the population
had lived in cities, while in 1937 more than 25% of the popula-
tion lived in cities (Hourani, 1991, 335–336). This ﬁgure jumped
to 40% by 1960 (Hourani, 1991, 374). Similar conditions, as
Hourani (1991) indicates, were in Algiers, Tunis, Damascus,
and Beirut. Cities that grow fast due to peasants’ immigration
usually experience similar changes and repercussions. Despite
the huge inﬂux of African Americans to New York City, jobs
were growing scarcer. Historian C. VannWoodward states that
they were ‘‘pushed out of the more desirable jobs’’ (qtd. in Ba-ker, 1987, 75). Likewise, the new inhabitants of Cairo and the
other cities were discriminated against by both the colonial
authorities and the locals whose difﬁculties were augmented
by the arrival of the peasants as prices rose and jobs dwindled.
The stage was ripe for socialism.
Many critics and historians argue that socialism (and in
some cases communism) was a key factor in reviving national-
ism and fomenting anti-colonialism among the natives who
found in its hostility to Europe and to the West in general a
mode of resistance that is both intellectual and practical. By
linking economics to politics, Marxism connects colonialism
to imperialism in economic patterns. Williams and Chrisman
(1994) suggest, in their Colonial Discourse and Post-colonial
Theory: A Reader, that according to this view
colonialism, the conquest and direct control of other peo-
ple’s land, is a particular phase in the history of imperi-
alism, which is now best understood as the globalization
of the capitalist mode of production, its penetration of
previously non-capitalist regions of the world, and
destruction of pre- or non-capitalist forms of social orga-
nisation. (2)
In his book In theory: Classes, Nations, Literatures, Ahmad
(1992) suggests that the only way to resist colonialism intel-
lectually is to return to the roots of nationalism, which
means, according to Ahmad (1992), returning to Marxism.
In the two decades preceding the Harlem Renaissance social-
ism was appealing to the African American intellectuals who
not only felt the invasion and penetration of capitalism/
imperialism, but also sought to draw a connection to the
motherland, Africa, where socialism was prevalent. Hutchin-
son (1995), in his The Harlem Renaissance in Black and
White, suggests that some form of nationalization of means
of production was under way in that period of American
history. ‘‘The years from 1890 to 1916,’’ he writes, ‘‘wit-
nessed the transformation of the American economy from
the dominance of propriety capitalism to the dominance of
corporate capitalism,’’ (9) a process which he later calls
nationalization:Just as capitalist development, in shifting to a corporate
structure and mass distribution, and the labor movement,
in response to this development, were becoming increas-
ingly national (and nationalized, in the sense of being regu-
lated by the federal government). (10)
This form of what I call ‘‘American socialism’’ caused some
of the intellectuals of the Harlem Renaissance to join the
‘‘real’’ socialism, and not the American adaptation of it,
and by doing so they are joined with the colonized world
in their struggle against capitalism/imperialism. In 1911, Du
Bois (1995) joined the Socialist Party and supported many
of its positions over the years. He was awarded the Lenin
Peace Prize in 1959. In his 1928 novel Dark Princess: A Ro-
mance, Du Bois (1995) makes the connection with the inter-
national via socialism. In the novel Matthew Towns
transforms from a bourgeois whose accumulation of wealth
has led him astray from joining Kautilya in her struggle
against imperialism, to a proletariat to whom ‘‘God was
Work’’ (273). He abandons his capitalistic dreams responding
to Kautilya’s words:
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our old industry on new modern lines for two objects: our
own social uplift and our own defense against Europe and
America. Otherwise, Europe and America will continue to
enslave us. (257 my emphasis)
Du Bois (1995) was joined in his investment in socialism by
other writers like Langston Hughes and Claude McKay. In
his ‘‘Hughes’s Fine Clothes to the Jew,’’ Rampersad (1932)
mentions a number of social/communist tendencies in the early
poetry of Hughes (1926, 1927), who was described as ‘‘the poet
of the modern Negro proletariat’’ (60). Rampersad (1932)
states that Hughes wrote temporarily for the communist mag-
azine New Masses and published two ‘‘aggressive socialist’’
poems in 1932: ‘‘Good Morning Revolution’’ and ‘‘Goodbye
Christ’’ (54). In a clear political gesture, McKay lived in the
Soviet Union after World War I. He also edited and contrib-
uted to some socialist journals like The Liberator and The
Masses.
Such socialist tendencies usually help advocate the revival
of nationalism in literature that is a common goal for virtually
all colonized countries. The revival of nationalism, which helps
demarcate the boundaries of cultural and political entity, is
usually followed by the call for armed struggle against the col-
onizers. In Egypt, for example, the poetry of Ahmad Shawqi
helped shape the modern cultural/political identity of the
Egyptians and was much quoted by the leaders of the nation-
alist movements in the 1910s. This awareness of their distinct
personality led to the armed confrontation and revolt against
the British in the 1920s and 1930s. Likewise, in America this
new literary movement among African Americans helped
shape their self-awareness and established their Otherness in
a country that is usually hostile, or indifferent at best, to their
struggles. This awareness laid the foundations for the call for
equality or even political independence through armed struggle
by groups like Black Power, the Black Panther Party, and
Black Muslims.
But in order to comprehend fully the extent to which the
Harlem Renaissance may be productively re-examined as an
anti-colonial movement, we must explore its place within colo-
nial history. The colonial discourse of 19th century writers
such as Haggard, Kipling, Wells, Conrad, or even as early as
Defoe operates by ‘‘muting’’ its natives. Edward Said describes
the colonial discourse of such authors as treating the natives as
anonymous masses, rather than individuals, their actions
determined by instinctive emotions (lust, terror, fury, etc.)
rather than by conscious choices or decisions. Their emo-
tions and reactions are always determined by racial consid-
erations (they are like this because they are Asians or blacks
or Orientals) rather than by aspects of individual status or
circumstances. (Barry, 1995, 193)
Similarly, American literary discourse had, by the 1920s, been
‘‘muting’’ African Americans for over 300 years. Their having
a voice, therefore, is the ﬁrst step towards their independence
in literature as distinct ‘‘round’’ characters, and by extension,
in politics, as an identiﬁed nation with a set of cultural and
moral values. In this sense Fredrick Douglas was the repre-
sentative of the African American people only because he
spoke. Gates, Jr. (1988) in his ‘‘The Trope of a New Negro
and the Reconstruction of the Image of the Black,’’ writes
thatDouglass was the representative colored man in the United
States because he was the most presentable. And he was
most presentable because of the presence he had established
as a master of voice. When Douglass spoke, when Douglass
wrote, he did so ‘‘for’’ the Negro, in a relation of part for
whole. He spoke to recreate the face of the race, its public
face. (129)
This new voice in literature calls for not only deconstructing
the image of blacks in white American Literature but also
reconstructing it in rational terms. Baker (1987), thus, calls
the Harlem Renaissance an ‘‘extraordinary departure’’ from
individuals to a nation (75). This departure marks the move-
ment of the African Americans from nationalized individuals
to an individualized nation (from a nation made of voiceless
individuals based on stereotypical representation to a nation
based on individuals having their own voices and being differ-
ent from each other as other individuals in other races are). It
signiﬁes reconstructing the image of the black character in
American literary discourse in order to move it from the ste-
reotypical generalizations to a discourse that acknowledges
the individuality of these characters and so deals with them
accordingly.
The literature of this new nation must, therefore, reﬂect this
new ideology. Hence the signiﬁcance of the term the ‘‘New Ne-
gro’’ in Locke’s (1997) The New Negro. Describing The New
Negro, Baker (1987) writes that its world ‘‘represents a uniﬁed
community of national interests set in direct opposition to the
general economic, political, and theological tenets of a racist
land’’ (77). If one wants to describe any Third World anti-colo-
nial movement, one may rightly use Baker’s (1987) statement
above after supplementing the word ‘‘racist’’ with ‘‘colonial.’’
The New Negro does indeed present the new ideology in a
variety of works by young African American writers. The
anthology, as a uniﬁed work, calls for the internationalizing
of the Negro question as a colonial subject. Locke (1997) calls
the black community in Manhattan ‘‘the largest Negro com-
munity in the world’’ which shows his wide scope in dealing
with the problem as an international issue rather than as a
domestic one (6). Articulating this more clearly he writes:
In Harlem, Negro life is seizing upon its ﬁrst chances for
group expression and self-determination. It is––or promises
at least to be––a race capital. That is why our comparison is
taken with those nascent centers of folk-expression and self-
determination which are playing a creative part in the world
to-day. Without pretense to their political signiﬁcance, Har-
lem has the same roˆle to play for the New Negro as Dublin
has had for the New Ireland or Prague for the New Czecho-
slovakia. (7)
Some of the works in this anthology speak clearly in this voice.
Hughes’s (1926, 1927) ‘‘The Negro Speaks of Rivers,’’ for
example, creates a direct connection between the Negro and
world civilizations in which the speaker emerges not as a nov-
ice in the ways of the world, but as one whose soul ‘‘has grown
deep like the rivers’’ (11).
In their struggle against colonialism, anti-colonial literary
movements have to revive and sometimes even reconstruct
their pre-colonial national heritage that is buried deep beneath
the heaps of colonization effects. In postcolonial theory this is
called nativism, where poets, proving that they had a heritage
and culture prior to the colonizer’s arrival, celebrate old
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cant movements of that type was Negritude, which ﬁrst ap-
peared in the Martiniquan poet Ce´saire’s (1983) long poem
Notebook of a Return to the Native Land. In Negritude black-
ness is celebrated as both a mark of difference from the colo-
nizer and as a sign of a distinct way of life or philosophy of
being. Ce´saire (1983) writes:
Ah! My saltpetre treasure!
Because we hate you
And your reason, we claim kinship
With dementia praecox with the ﬂaming madness
Of persistent cannibalism
Treasure, let’s count:
The madness that remembers
The madness that howls
The madness that sees
The madness that is unleashed
And you know the rest. (49–51)
In his celebration of his being a black man, the speaker in the
poem rejects everything that has arrived with the colonizers
including European reason. It is European reason that has cre-
ated the racist policies. It is through reason that the colonizers
have been justifying their atrocities in the colonized land, and
to reject them, the colonized must also reject their way of life.
The native must, therefore, celebrate his or her pre-coloniza-
tion state even if that means celebrating madness (anything
that is not reason) or cannibalism (anything that is not Euro-
pean civilization). The Senegalese Author and poet Senghor
(1991, 1994) later developed Negritude to create a theory that
stands as an alternative to European intellectuality. Rejecting
the Descartesian rule of ‘‘I think, therefore, I am,’’ Senghor
(1991, 1994) afﬁrms, ‘‘I feel, I dance the other.’’ He argues that
European thought advocates dissecting the Other in order to
study it with aloof reason. The poetics of Negritude, on the
other hand, is not ashamed of emotion, but rather approaches
the Other with feelings and the two join in the dance of life.
Passion is not inferior to reason but its equivalent.
During the Harlem Renaissance, a similar theory was pop-
ular among some poets, especially the younger generation,
primitivism. In primitivism poets reject the Western/Euro-
pean civilization, preferring to reconstruct their own heritage,
set in contrast to the popular culture in America, which is
predominantly white/European. This can be done in many
ways: (1) using the vernacular in order to mark their differ-
ence from those who use standard English, (2) evoking
images from Africa, the motherland of the Harlem Renais-
sance, (3) emphasizing the uncivilized part (from a Western
perspective) of the African heritage, and ﬁnally (4) alienating
the African American in the new land, America, through
strengthening his or her ties to the motherland, Africa. By
doing so, they create a link between Harlem and Africa
whose images are those of a mystical, exotic, and sometimes
imagined, nonexistent place only to stand for everything that
is not Western. Among these poets who tend to use this prim-
itivistic approach are McKay and Hughes. What complicates
this point even further is the fact that these young poets were
encouraged to write in this primitivistic style by their white
audience/critics/publishers. Can the colonizer incite anti-colo-
nial discourse? Apparently the white audiences of Hughes
and McKay were interested in the exotic aspect of the prim-itivistic poetry without dwelling much on its implications or
making any connections to the anti-colonial movements at
large. Hughes and McKay emphasized the exotic quality of
primitivistic poetry, while de-emphasizing its anti-colonial
discourse (though not totally eliminating it). By doing so,
they had their poetry read and published on a large scale
without losing their message in the process.
In a number of poems Hughes (1926, 1927) portrays the
African American as a ‘‘displaced primitive’’ whose Ameri-
can-ness and Blackness could not coalesce (Chinitz, 1997, 2).
In his ‘‘Lament for Dark Peoples,’’ he writes:
They drove me out of the forest.
They took me away from the jungles.
I lost my trees.
I lost my silver moons.
Now they’ve caged me
In the circus of civilization. (5–10)
This struggle between black heritage and white present is rep-
resented in another poem, ‘‘Dream Variation’’:
To ﬂing my arms wide
In some place of the sun,
To whirl and to dance
’Till the white day is done. (1–4)
The speaker dreams of the escape from the unfamiliar, stag-
nant realities of the white day to the serenity and livelihood
of the dark night. The speaker, however, realizes that this is
just a dream.
The dilemma of the African American primitivistic poet is
the realization of the unfeasibility of the call for a return to
Africa. There were, however, some serious attempts to encour-
age African Americans to return to Africa. For example, Mar-
cus Garvey (1887–1940) created a ‘‘Back to Africa’’ movement
in the United States, the Universal Negro Improvement Asso-
ciation. He established a steamship corporation, the Black Star
Line, to pursue trade with Africa. He also established the Ne-
gro Factories Corporation to encourage the economic inde-
pendence of black people. Yet, such attempts are sporadic in
the history of African Americans and remain as individual ef-
forts. Again, despite the impracticality of such solutions, at
least from the intellectual point of view, primitivism should
not be dismissed simply as impractical. If the political beneﬁts
of asserting their own identity through primitive poetry were
not reaped, the cultural, historical, and ideological beneﬁts
should not be ignored. What the Harlem Renaissance has been
doing for African Americans, some would argue, is that it gave
them the right to be themselves, i.e. different from white Amer-
ica. The call for a separate culture allows for the assertion of a
separate identity. Emphasizing this point, Cabral (1993), in his
‘‘National Liberation and Culture,’’ discusses how anti-colo-
nialism works politically through the adaptation of separate
culture. ‘‘A people,’’ he writes, ‘‘who free themselves from for-
eign domination will be free culturally if. . . .they return to the
upward paths of their own culture’’ (56).
Perhaps the best example to illustrate this complex concept
of primitivism is Claude McKay. In his poetry he performs
both tasks: asserting his identity as a black man of African ori-
gin, and yet preserving the status quo of himself as belonging
to a white nation. In ‘‘America’’ he writes:
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And sinks into my throat her tiger’s tooth,
Stealing my breath of life, I will confess
I love this cultured hell that test my youth!
Her vigor ﬂows like tides into my blood,
Giving me strength erect against her hate. (1–6)
The two tasks of the poem are, I think, accomplished success-
fully. The speaker rejects the racial laws and the hegemony of
the white race, without failing to assert his belonging to the na-
tion of his oppressor. The speaker begins by mentioning the
colonial aspects of the new land, yet he begins with the world
‘‘although’’ as a hint to the reader of the coming concession.
The contrasting statements serve his purpose of illustrating
his conﬂict of identity. In ‘‘The Tropics of New York,’’ the
question of trying to reconcile the two identities is even more
persistent. After acclimatizing New York with the African
tropical fruits and surroundings, McKay concludes his poem
with:
My eyes grew dim, and I could no more gaze;
A wave of longing through my body swept,
And, hungry for the old familiar ways,
I turned aside and bowed my head and wept. (9–12)
The ‘‘hunger’’ for the old ways is shattered by the reality of the
speaker’s presence in New York and his thwarted efforts to
turn the American city into a tropical place, i.e. to ﬁnd in it
a home that is reminiscent of that in Africa. This realization
causes the speaker to turn aside and weep. Similarly, Cullen
(1925) addresses this problem in ‘‘Heritage’’:
What is Africa to me:
Copper sun or scarlet sea,
Jungle star of jungle track,
Strong bronzed men, or regal black
Woman from whose loins I sprang
When the birds of Eden sang?
One three centuries removed
From the scenes his fathers loved,
Spicy grove, cinnamon tree,
What is Africa to me? (1–10)
The struggle remains within the speaker as to what the past, his
‘‘heritage,’’ means to him. The search for a connection with the
motherland is the origin of conﬂict throughout the poem. In
his ‘‘Countee Cullen: A Key to the Puzzle,’’ Lomax (1987)
reads the conﬂict within the speaker to be constructed. He
writes:
[I]n spite of Cullen’s historical naivete´, the essential per-
sonal problem still emerges, the conﬂict between a con-
scious and intellectualized Western self and a self which
intuitively senses a bond with a lost past as well as elements
of a degraded present. (216)
In the postcolonial world, constructing a self is a key principle
in creating the national image of a separate culture and, then,
independent political entity. In the case of Cullen’s (1925) lines
above, the conﬂict may be ‘‘staged’’ in order to achieve the
realization of the double identity of the speaker. Yet, this
‘‘constructed’’ struggle performs multiple tasks simulta-
neously: it (1) secures the speaker’s search of a past, (2) main-
tains his linkage to the new civilization, (3) emphasizes the
vitality of making the two converge, and (4) pre-stages a con-ﬂict that must be taken into consideration if reconciliation is
attempted. This conﬂict, on the other hand, presupposes equal-
ity between the two cultures, American and African, for con-
ﬂict can only exist between equal, or semi-equal rivals. By
doing so, Cullen (1925) elevates the African heritage so that
it is seen as equal to the American heritage to the point that
they clash.
Although many postcolonial writers are educated in Wes-
tern institutions, they use this Western education as a weapon
against imperialism. They must criticize a discourse within
which they must work. They simultaneously feel part of the
West and also victims of it. Their education, however, may
perpetuate the Western inﬂuence in their cultures/countries.
In postcolonial studies this hybridity is much discussed as an
inherent part of the postcolonial state. The same is true in
the case of the Harlem Renaissance. Poets, themselves the
product of white institutions, must work within this institution
in order to criticize it. Again this is a source of conﬂict in the
poets as they realize this hybrid quality within themselves. In
his discussion of Cullen’s conﬂict of ‘‘essentials,’’ in Color,
Lomax (1987) writes that
the volume as a whole and several poems in particular are
haunted by the unresolved conﬂict in Cullen’s perception
of himself as simultaneously a black man and a culturally
assimilated though, admittedly, socially ostracized West-
erner. (215)
In Willis Richardson’s Compromise the hybrid aspect of the life
of African Americans is presented in the story of the mother
who seeks education for her children. Through their education,
she hopes to achieve two things: that they function better in the
white society, and that they be better than black people. When
this hope is shattered at the end of the play by the refusal of the
white neighbor to help them get into schools, the mother re-
sorts to the only alternative left, violence. ‘‘If conﬂict between
the two cultures is not resolved in a hybrid fashion, violence
will ensue’’ seems to be the warning statement of the play.
In my treatment of the postcolonial aspect of the Harlem
Renaissance above, I have used the three principles of postco-
lonial theory: (1) reclaiming the past, or the pre-colonial image
through the positive assertion of native heritage, (2) marking
the difference from the colonizer by the use of images and lan-
guage, (3) the hybrid nature of the postcolonial subject. How-
ever, one should be careful not to misread this study as a
unilateral effect of the Third World anti-colonial movements
on the African American artistic ﬂourishing of the 1920s.
The Harlem Renaissance was artistically and ideologically
helpful in the creation of many postcolonial theories and aes-
thetics. The Negritude movement was greatly inﬂuenced by the
New Negro movement in America initiated by Hughes and
McKay. Ce´saire’s (1983), in his Notebook of a Return to the
Native Land, makes many references to American Negroes in
a sign of identiﬁcation with them and with their cause, which
he sees as his as well. In a poem entitled ‘‘To New York’’ Seng-
hor (1991, 1994) addresses the city as the new motherland of
the New Negro:
Now is the time for signs and reckoning, New York!
Now is the time of manna and hyssop
You have only to listen to God’s trombones, to your heart
Beating to the rhythm of blood.
I saw Harlem teeming with sounds and ritual colors
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Senghor’s (1991, 1994) reference to the American Negro and
his allusion to James Weldon Johnson’s God’s Trombones as
the Negro’s voice is ample evidence that the American Negro
movement may have been an inspiration for him, not only in
the development of Negritude, but also in his anti-colonial
struggle in general.
The Harlem Renaissance, I would argue, helped develop
the notion of nativism in Africa. It helped transform the no-
tion of nativism from being used as anti-colonial propaganda
(through asserting the pre-colonial image) to an artistic, realis-
tic style. Instead of simply and passively celebrating the bright
manifestations of their history, postcolonial writers learned to
celebrate the strange or even bizarre qualities of their race/cul-
ture as part of their heritage. Hughes and McKay, for exam-
ple, do not only celebrate the beauty of their race but its
ugliness and abnormality as well. Works like Ce´saire’s (1983)
poem, Chenua Achebe’s Arrow of God, and Raja Rao’s Kan-
thapura are only a few of such realistic depictions of native life
that celebrates everything that makes the natives what they
are.
Studying the Harlem Renaissance in light of postcolonial
theory grants it a new perspective: its grand scope in handling
the topic of the ‘‘New Negro’’ in relation to other world move-
ments. Isolating it, on the other hand, may emphasize its
American aspect more clearly, but the side effect is that it
alienates it from its sources of inspiration and fail to under-
stand the full signiﬁcance of such aesthetic concepts as the
New Negro and primitivism. Once we acknowledge the inter-
national scope of the movement, we may come to understand
and fully appreciate these ideologies. The two runners’ simple
act of raising their hands in an international event, therefore, is
not so simple after all. It signals the inalienable right of Afri-
can Americans to be united with the rest of the world in their
struggle against imperialism in all its forms: military, racial,
economic, or political.
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